Team Video Instructions
SeaPerch Challenge 2023

All participating teams will submit a team video as a scored event for the 2023 International SeaPerch Challenge that showcases the team’s approach, decisions and challenges while also evaluating the team's ability to communicate effectively. Delivering ideas in a clear and convincing manner is critical to bringing your project to life and helping project supporters understand your ideas and be convinced of their potential.

**Video Content**
Prepare a 5-minute video introducing your team. Videos must answer the following questions:

- What was the most surprising challenge you faced during this project and how did you overcome it?
- What did each member of the team contribute to the project and what impact did those contributions have on the team’s success?

Delivering ideas in a clear and convincing manner is critical to bringing your project to life and helping project supporters understand your ideas and be convinced of their potential.

Have fun and use whatever format best suits your team. This is your chance to introduce us to your team and team’s personality.

**Video Format Requirements**

1. Video must be no more than five (5) minutes in length. *Videos exceeding five (5) minutes in length will not be scored.*
2. Video may include graphics, vehicle performance and/or simulations. These elements will not affect scoring but may enhance viewer experience.
3. Videos must be submitted in .MP4 format.